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A fundamental critical project on display in Miguel Cervantes’ Don Quixote is the examination of 
the relationship between fiction and history. This presentation will argue that the destabilizing 
nature of irony makes any totalizing critical evaluation of Don Quixote’s relationship to its 
historical context impossible. Central to Cervantes’ evaluation of history and fiction are forged 
historical documents allegedly created by the Morisco intellectuals Miguel de Luna and Alonso 
del Castillo in Spain in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. Critics are divided as to the nature of 
Cervantes’ relationship to Islam. Some see his parodic treatment of the falsified Morisco texts that 
are explicitly referenced within Don Quixote as a form of caustic ridicule, designed to marginalize 
the subaltern Muslim historical perspective and to promote a hegemonic Christian historical 
discourse. Others interpret the object of ironic condemnation to be neither the Spanish Morisco 
communities nor the forged documents, but rather the conceptual possibility of objective history 
itself. According to Paul de Man, “choosing correctly” between the two critical perspectives would 
be impossible. Neither interpretation can be dismissed because the nature of irony is to create 
double meaning—a textual polysemy that cannot be dialectically synthesized into a homogenous 
message. The tension between these two antithetical voices cannot be resolved in the ironic 
utterance; one pole of the duality cannot be excised in order to assign meaning. Thus, irony works 
in Don Quixote both to reestablish the boundary between history and fiction and to subvert it. 
Cervantes’ parodies either serve to condemn the confusion of history with fiction or to celebrate it, 
and the tropological nature of irony demands that a determination of the text’s relationship to its 
context be indefinitely postponed in an endless series of ironic negations. 


